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.PREFACE

This report on the thermal conditions during soil»

freezing is a more clear description of what was

said in the appendix in VTI Meddelande 101. The

enlarged discussion gives to a greater extent also

an account of the calculation method used in the

observations of the "Sälen-project".

The contents of this description differ somewhat

from the appendix but the main points of the

discussion will be the same. The aim is to show

the general treatment of the thermal conditions

during soil-freezing. Therefore the discussion is

only made superficially. The reader will observe

that there are many simplifications made..

Lars Stenberg
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THERMAL CALCULATIONS, THEORETICAL

Freezing of a soil means lowering of the thermal content.

The rate of this heat transport, the heat flow, depends

on the thermal gradient in the soil. The general equation

is shøwn by Fouriers differential equation for a one-'

-dimensional heat flow.

dQ/dt = -kodA-dT/dz (1)

The negative sign means that heat flows from high to low

temperature levels. The transported heat consists of

a) Latent heat of crystallization

b) Mass heat quantity

c) Earth heat

In soil freezing physics the following equationsdescribe

the thermal energy content of soil components and the

crystallization energy.

QS -= Yd.FR°CS'TaV-ZÖÅA TaV<OOC Heat content of soil. , _

' ' ' particles
| .__.. . '.r-.I __ , I 0 _H_

Q 5 Yd,OFR CS i av(Z zo _A T av>O C 1 n

= ° ° - 0 0 -_-|I.'.. '

Qi Yd:FR Ci wi Tav Zo A 109

. I

Qw _ Yd,C)FR°Cw°Ww'T av ZOFRiê -"- water

QC = Qu + Qh' f . Crystallization energy

Q = Y 'w -L-z 0A , Cr stallization energy
u d,FR w o y Y

infsitu'water

Qh = Yi°H°L'A . , Crystallization energy

' accumulated water

| = I
Q Q s_+ Qw 4 QO

Q0 See definition Geothermaliheat
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gegthermalmhgat is here defined as the amount of heat

coming from.the earth below the level z, where the

temperature, TC, is not affected by the diurnal changes

of the soil surface temperature.

When the soil temperatüre is lowered and the soil water

freezes the sum of the above heat quantities has to pass

the frozen part of the soil on its way to the soil

surface.

Q _ .TOT - QC + Qs + Q 5 + Qw + Qi + Q0

For a stationary OOC-isotherm we can write the heat flow

eguilibrium

qtot = dQTOT/dt = APR-grad e-dA = qo (2)

where

_Tf -.TO ' O

grad 6 --wE-*- Tf < 0 C
0 .

when presuming grad 6 constant within the interval.

It is mostly more convenient to use the volumentric heat

capacities of the unfrozen soil, COFR and frozen soil CFR'

C = V (W -c -10*2+c ) (3)FR d,FR i i J' 5

c = y (w ?é .10 2+c ) (4)OFR d,OFR w w s - .

This was the case in calculating the heat content of the

SÄLEN"Åsoils. On each temperature reading we get the heat

content from

QFR = CFR°Tav'zo°A (5)

QOFR = C »T' (2-2 )A . (6)
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.: . "'.°TJ.' .LI ' 7Qc Yd,FR Wi " Zo p ( )

QTOT QFR+QOFR+QC+QO (8)

And the heat flow becomes

= dQ /dtqtot TOT

geothermaläheat flgwk qo, is the amount of heat, Q0, per

unit of time passing an area A, at the soil depth 2 and

is flowing through both unfrozen and frozen soils. It is

mainly determined by the thermal gradient in the unfrozen

part of the soil, grad 6'. As the frost depth,.here

defined as the OOC-isotherm, zo, increases, the grad 6'

will also increase according to the definition

_.T0 - TC
I N. _ __, ______ .-grad 6 - Z _ Z (9)

o

When the frost penetration ceases (dzo/dt = 0) and no

frost heave (dH/dt = 0) occurs, the heat flow through

the frozen part (qtot) and unfrozen part (q') equals the

geothermal heat flow (qo) and we get

qtot = q = qo

where

Q' = dQ'/dt = -AOFR grad 6' dAV ' , (10)_

Eeât_F_1.027_ åalaflcâ 5111.1:129_F_Eoât_P§nåt§_aEj-Qn_aEdÃOE ?FREE Eeâvå

When the temperature at the soil surface,Tf, is lowered

by AT the thermal gradient changes into

_KT,.- AT) - T'
. _ f o

grad 6 - ZO Tf < 0
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This causes a raised heat flow through the frozen soil.

The heat flow equilibrium is disrupted. A new state of

equilibrium can be obtained by frost heave or frost

penetration or both at the same time. These cases can

be treated as follows. In the text below the area A is

set to be constant.

åtâtioaary_lse_Lsn§iag_. (åtatioziasy_oic:i§0:hsrmi

The heat flow is determined by the thermal gradient.

State I (equilibrium) from (2) we haVe

 

= Ä U . A -_- - T < OOC

qtot FR zO qo . f f

State II (temperature change -AT)

(T 4 AT) - T
_ f 0 o

qtot " ÅFR 20 A % qo Tf < 9 C

AT '
Aqtot = ÅFR 'å'- ° A .

0

On ice-lensing the liberated latent heat flow, qh, is

equal to Aqtot. We have

qtot + Aqtot = qo.+ qh (12)

which gives

Aqtot :_qh (13).

qh = Yi.L(dH/dt)A ,Definition page 1 (14)

The stationarity of the OOC-isotherm is not entirely correct

since the value of 20 changes with the same amount as the

increase of the ice-lens, dzO = dH. However, under given

premises the assumption 20 2 zO+dH is considered allowed.
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Frost Penetration byángårgd_Sgrêagengmperature

Presuming we only have frostpenetration with neither

accumulation of water, nor expulsion, iaesonlyffreeZing

Othheain situ water, we can argue as follows. Like before

we write the equilibrium before, at and after the time of

the temperature lowering.

State I

qtot = qo

as T0 = 0 OC by definition we get

grad GI = -Tf/zO

Change of temperature -AT gives

State II

qtot # qo

Tf + AT

grad eII = _ "_fgnnu
ao

New equilibrium when

qtot % qo

1 e grad GI = grad GIII at frost depth (20 + Azo)

_ I Tf + AT .
grad 9 = 4 *new-- I - (15).III 20 + A20

This simplification is based on the assumption that the

ichange in grad 6' is so small that appreciably there will

be no change in qo.
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TomTCI TO é TC

.. :qOIR a 20 OFR z (20+Aso) o
' Z:ÅOFR grad 6 X

The totally extracted amount of heat is

QTOT = Qu + Qs + Q's + Qw + Qi + Qo

Using the heat capacities we write

+ 0 A + C (z-(z + dzo))A + Q0QTOT = Qu CFR dZo' OFR 0

The flow equation becomes

qtot = qu + qFR + qOFR + qo

Assuming that qFR and qOFR are very small in comparison

with gu we can write

qtot z qu + qo (16)

where

2 (17)qu = yleRoww°L(dzO/dt)A-10

This simplification is not allowed for dry or coarse

grained soils.

Using (15) and (16) we get the equation

(Tf .+_ AT)

qtot = *ÃFR 20 + dzo A = qu + qo _ (18)

 

Presuming qo S gu we will introducean error in the

equation (16) and by doing so we can deduce a

Simplified relationship.
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On the assumption qtot = qu we can write

 

Tf dz _2
...ÄFR - mdzo ' A :2 Yd,FR ' WW ' L dt A-lO

Which gives

ÅFR 7
dz /dt = -T /dz . o ' lO ' (19)

0 f 0 L yd'FR ww m

This gives the well-known curve for frost penetration

vs time at constant temperature. The curve shows the

exponentially decreasing rate of penetration.

From the equation above (19) it is possible to write the

condition of constant rate of frost penetration.

l
a»- --u

_ 2

dzo z ?Tf . ÄFR-loo « (20)

L'YcSLJPR'Ww

 

Considering qO in equation 16, the general expression

will become

d(Tf-TO) d(TO-TC) dz
Å -uu--_ ° A -Å ' A = 0 w -A.10"Q 0 2

FR dzO OFR d(z-zo) dt 'L Yd,FR w

(21)

These are all the conditions that are of interest_in

different ways of performing soil-freezing tests in the

laboratory. Soil freezing is, however, in most cases a

combination of frost penetration (freezing of in situ

water) with accompanying in situ heave and frost heave

caused by accumulated water and the change in volume at

crystallization. The general expression can be written
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qtot : qh + qu + qo ' (22)

In the freezing process the effective heat flow, qe, is

defined as

qtot' 0 e

Using (2, 14, 17 and 23) we will get equations like

the ones of Arakawa (Arakawa, 1966). For perfect ice-

-lensing

qtot ' qo = qe = qh - (24)

. i . .

ÅFR°grad 6 * AOFR°grad 6 -(dH/dL)yi-L (25)

For perfect penetration (16)

qtot m qo = qe z qu

Let

F = qh/qe I ' (26)

From 23 and 26

qh = F'qe = F(qtot - qo) _ (27)

22 and 27 give

qtot - qo = qe = F(qtot - qo) 4 qu

which rearranged gives

qtot _ qo_= qe = qu/(1_F)
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When frost heaving only is caused by water accumulation

in the form of ice-lensing, F+l, and when there is no

water accumulation, i e when we have frost penetration

and only freezing of the in situwwater, F+O. If ge is

known it is possible to classify soils according to

their ability to accumulate water during freezing.

This could be expressed as 0<F<l.

. It is also possible to make a deduction as follows.

F = qh/qe when there is a ice-lensing (F=l)

(i e in the form of water accumulationj

  

qe = qh + qu "ice-lensing" and penetration

give

_qh dH/dt'Yd'i

F § :a = -2
h *u dH/dtøydli+dzO/dt°yleR'ww'10

as

yd'FR°ww = wvol'w F can be approximated to

dH/dt
Fr.:

wvolyw dzO/dt + dH/dt

where zO is the height of the frozen soil pile exclusive

of heave by accumulated water (H). The real frost depth

lS (ZO + H).

9
2

The different thermal conditions for frost heave and

penetration have been shown in extremely Simplified

forms. However, the problems of soil freezing are not

solved by thermal conditions only. Whether frost heave

by water accumulation will take place is depending on

the hydraulic gradient developed during freezing. This
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problem is not yet solved as is emphasized in VTI

Meddelande lOl. Research abroad, dealing with frost

heave phenomena, is directed towards solving this

intricate and rather complicated problem.
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